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This year, the Tower, has tried to put the annual of collected memories,
ideas and ideals into a Family Album. Therefore, it is fitting and proper, that
this book be dedicated to someone who has given untiring efforts in behalf
of the Family. And so it is with great pride, that we, the class of 1957 dedicate
the Tower to you, Mr. W. Gregor MacFarlan.
Your field is that of the Social Sciences. You realize the importance of
these subjects in the education of college students today. As Head of the Social
Science Department, you have taken the initiative in bringing about a clear
understanding of the nati.o n's government. An example of this would be your
endless hours of work in the preparation and success of "Operation Citizenship".
We sincerely appreciate the time you have given to the International Relations
Club, so that the club could bring to the Westbrook Family a closer contact with
people from all parts of the world.
It has been a pleasure to know and work with you. In your desire to help
us, you have given us something to strive for- worthwhile aims and objectives.
Friendly to everyone, you have gained from us admiration and respect for your
interest and participation in our student activities. You exhibit fairness in the
classroom. You give your students priceless background and preparatory material for their exams. You are active in community affairs.
By way of this presentation, we wish to thank you for your many contributions. A scholar as well as a teacher, Mr. MacFarlan, you are truly an outstanding member of the WestBrook Family.

MR. W. GREGOR MACFARLAN
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MR. W. GREGOR MACFARlAN
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Mrs. Milton D. Proctor
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Milton D. Proctor, Ph.D

PresiJent of tke Colleqe
7

Mr. Frank E. Hobson, Jr.

*On leave of absence for the academic year 1956-19.57
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Mr. Richard F. Bond
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Mrs. Ruth B. Howes

JJean of :J2e5iJence
10

Miss Margaret l. Giroux

o{ssiJtant to the 1Jean of :J2esiJence
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MR. MARSHALL F. BRYANT

MRS. MARION CHENEY

MRS. BERNICE C. CLARK

Director of Music Department

Secretarial Science Department

Secretarial Science Department

MISS CONSTANCE CURRY

MISS GRACE A. DOW

MR. ARTHUR L. FREUNDLICH

Director of Retailing

Head, English Department

Head, Psychology Department

MISS GLORIA GENDRON

MR. JOHN GORDON

MRS. WILLIAM GRAVES, R.N.

Physical Education Department

Science Department

Office Nursing

MRS. DOROTHY HEALY

MISS THELMA HILLSON

MISS ELIZABETH HONAN

English Department

Head, Secretarial Science Department

Secretarial Science Department

MR. EDWARD HOOGHKIRK

MRS. RUTH HUESTIS

MR. ROBERT IMLAY

Head, Science Department

Director of Reading

History of Art, Pottery

MISS GRETA KERR

MISS LUCILLE KIDDER

MR. W. GREGOR MacFARLAN

Director of Public Relations, Journalism

Arts and Crafts Department

Head, Social Science Department

MISS DOROTHY McCANN

MISS KATHERINE MERK

MR. LEO MILLER

Modern Language Department

Music Department

Social Science Department

MR. W. CLAPHAM MURRAY

MISS MARTHA PRATT

MISS LILLIAN PUTNAM

Speech and Dramatics

Physical Education Department

Head, Home Economics Department

----

MR. DAVID E. SMITH
English Department

MISS PAULINE D. THIBAULT
Secretarial Department

---

-- --

MRS. JEAN STEVENS
Home Economics Department

----

----------~~~--.

MISS NORMA M. STIMSON
Science Department

"Leisure Moments With The Faculty"

MISS BETTY ALLAN

MRS. AGNES APPLEBY

MISS KATHRYN BUTTERFIELD

Alumnae Secretary

College Nurse

Bursar

MRS. RUTH F. CROUCH

MRS. DAPHINE GAY

MR. OLIVER GERRY

librarian

Secretary to the Dean

Supt. Buildings and Grounds

MR. MYRON HAGER
Director of Admissions

MISS ELSIE BISBEE

MRS. VERA JOHNSON

Assistant to the Bursar

Director of the Cooperative Dormitory

MRS. DORIS BURNELL

MRS. MARY MILLS

Clerk

Assistant to the Bookstore

DR. GISELA DAVIDSON

MR. ROBERT MILLS

College Physician

Assistant Supt. of Buildings and Grounds

MRS. AGNES EMERY

DR. ALBERT W. MOULTON

Hersey House Counselor

Consulting Eye Specialist

MRS. GLADYS HAGER

MR. AND MRS. PHILIP SELBERG

Assistant to the Alumnae Secretary

Equitation

MRS. MILDRED HASKELL

DR. ALVAH C. THOMPSON

Proctor House Counselor

Consulting Dentist

MRS. CORINNE JACKSON

MRS. EDITH C. WEREN

Clerk

Secretary to the Director of Admissions
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"The Jacks Of All Trades"

"Just Charge It"

Ofe'J 13e .bost Ofitkout You
The dinners, especially veal cutlets, the Big Weekend Props and farm trips,
the English muffins and ice cream, the candy and stationery have all been a
necessity to us. By your work you have made it possible for us to enjoy many
happy hours here at Westbrook. For your friendliness and fine work, we wish
to say "Thank You."

"One Psych Book and One footsie Roll"

"Buffet Style by Jerry and the Kids"
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CCke CCowerStaffof 1957
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ....... .... .
ASSIST ANT EDITOR

... Maureen DeCourcy
. ..... Joan Bancroft
.. Celia Crie

ART EDITOR .
PICTURE EDITOR

.. Jean Skillins

YEARBOOK PHOTOGRAPHER

..... Janet lewis

EDITORS-AT -LARGE

Juanita Dunbar
Carole Shute

TYPISTS

Mo

.... Elizabeth Jackson
Margaret Sanford

The gathering of material for The Family Album
has been an enjoyable experience for the TOWER
staff this year. We wish to thank our advisor, Mr.

Joanie

Bond, who worked "hand in hand" with the Staff
thus enabling us to present you with this edition of
the TOWER.

The many hours of work have been

worth the time and energy knowing that you, the
members of the Family will have this book to look
back on and cherish forever the memories within its
pages.
The TOWER Staff

Celia

Jean
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Janet

The TOWER Staff

Juanita

Betty

Carole
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----Pizza parties, Wednesday night grinders, big weekends, pinnings, and
house competitions all these things the Bellites will remember for a long
time. letters and long, long calls for Chari and Craig .. . lois' title "The leader
of the Campus" ... Jerry, Faith and Dottie's fun-loving . . . Winter Carnival and
Faith reigned as Queen .. . our terrific basketball team that didn't quite make
it . . . Box and Web and their antics . .. and who will forget that chorus of
"ride - - ride"? or the stop sign? .. . We'll remember Shultzie ... coffee breaks in
Mrs. S's. room . . . Gail spent many hours with Masque and Candle . . . Janet
worked hard on plays . . . Dorcas was efficient in club activities . . . Penny
served us on the Student Council and Faith was our President, making the year a
memorable one and one we'll always remember.
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GAIL ANDREWS
"Do-Do"
Southington, Connecticut
Junior College General
A cute, pleasant, all around girl . . . full of vim and
vigor . .. loves to end words with T's and S's . ..
favorite expression-"Oh, my goo'ness!" . . . "Dos
Boston weekends" ... only a few are privileged with
those "midnight ballets" and the ceremonies for counting the days 'til vacation .. . of course, she must have
an Italian sandwich or a pizza for an incentive to
study .. .

ANN FRANCES BAXTER
"Box"
Waterville, Maine
Junior College General
"How about a drag?" . . the Grange is a fabulous
place, so says Box, our transfer student from Trinity
. . . their loss, our gain . . . always ready to "live it
up" and just loves dancing . . . cute as a poodle and
more fun to be with . . . always laughing and really
loves Frat parties at SAE at U of M . .. "Never again"
. . . always her famous last words . . . "Get off my
back" and "Wad'ville's a great place! .. .

LOIS CHICK
"Loddy"
Monmouth, Maine

Secretarial Science

Lod "babe" is quite a girl . . the tedious tasks of
Sec Science she can do without, but " Maine" -never!
.. . strange what love can do . .. she is full of fun ,
patience, and a good word for everyone .. . " Let's
get organized" . . . w ith a cool head? . . . that's
" Loddy"- a great girl any hour of the day .. .
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MARILYN EDITH HAYNES
Worcester, Massachusetts

Medical Technology

"Mother Marilyn"-appears quiet; but is she really?
.. . adorable pixie hair cut always looks nice, neat as
a pin . . . friendly and glad to know . . . keeps the
2nd floor of Bell in order . . . human alarm clock!
. . . special interest in Germany and oh, that TD . . .
air mail letters from "Snodgrass" . . . who are those
socks for? ...

FAITH HUTCHINS
"Hutch"
Cape Neddick, Maine

Secretarial Science

"Oh, how I hate to get up in the morning! ... a great
sport enthusiast . . . big plans for getting a job in
Bangor-why, Hutch? . . . even though she made
Dean's List, she still seems to run out of cuts! . . .
Winter Carnival Queen ...

GERALDINE JOHNSON
"Jerry"
Lewiston, Maine

Junior College General

Talkative . . . sport enthusiast . . . little waitress with
a big tray . . . "Hate to be a nag" . . . active member of Dramatic Club ... who's going to be the lucky
man, Ger? . . . fond of Saturday morning class . . .
one of the friendliest, best natured girls ever, that's
Jerry of Bell House ...
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RUTH PHILLIS KARLIN
"Ruthie"
Brookline, Massachusetts
Junior College General
She may be quiet, she may be shy, but see the mischief in her eye . . . they say that silence is golden
and hers certainly is . . . once you know her, you
won't have to look for her hidden humor ... at mail
call you find her first in line waiting for that daily
letter . . . her words can be heard echoing through
Bell House "I've got to do my English." .. . her pet
peeves are taking pills and people borrowing cigarettes ...

DOROTHY KARRIS
"Dotty"
Haverhill, Mass.
Mediool Secretary
"Roomie"!!! says Dotty as that Greek head shakes .. .
Dotty, a Med. Sec. major at its best . . . just loves to
tease . . . she's always washing "socks" . . . always
neat as a pin and almost as little . . . she's a great
"roomie" and full of fun ...

JANET KAY
Reading, MasSQchusetts
Pre-Nursery
Janet's sweet smile, congenial disposition, and agreeability have won her many friends . . . She's known
by many as Dale Arden .. . is also distinguished by
her reserved seat in the cafe, melod ious singing voice
. . . neat as a pin look . .. Often heard on campus
saying, "Oh, No!" . . .
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ELPINIKI JOAN LOULAKIS
"Penny"
Manchester, New Hampshire
X-Ray Technique
"A friend in need is a friend indeed", that's our little
Penny . .. always around to help you out ... smiling,
petite, and neat . . . "kids let's do a Greek dance .. .
just loves pizzas and "Pennies from Heaven" . . . always cheerful, with a terrific personality . . . may be
small, but has a lot on the ball ...

DORCAS BASSETT MARSAW
"Dorkie"
Worcester, Mass.
Pre-Medical Records Librarian
Looking for Dorkie? ... You can't miss her gay, flash ing smile . . . If you hear classical piano music, it's
Dorcas in a creative mood . . . her laughter could be
over a certain sign . . . a passion for MG's . . livens
up everyone with a few famous words . . . "Let's
Have A Party!" .. .

BARBARA ANN MICHAELES
"Mike" .. . "Barbie"
Southbridge, Massachusetts
Pre-Nursery
She's not a flower, she's not a pearl, she's just a wonderful all around girl ... Barb's sparkling personality
. . . her cheerful "Hi" how are you? no matter how
she feels- in that beautiful voice . . . always ready
to extend her helping hand- will bring her far into
the world .. . Any blind dates lately? ...
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CHARLOTTE PRESTON NORTON
"Chari"
West Hartford, Connecticut
Pl'e-Nursery
Charl-o petite package of concentrated energy, cute
and easy to get along with .. . she's always active
in house antics ... constantly talking long distance to
Connecticut . . . her main interest-Craige .. . favorite pastime-"counting the days" and writing " Love
Portraits" . .. oh, that naturally curly hair! .. . that's
one of the " Three Musketeers!" .. .

SHEILA MARION O'BRIEN
" Sheba "
Brai·ntr·ee, Massachusetts
Pre-Nursery
Sheba-the live doll with the long tresses . .. always
smiling and keeping things popping . .. sentimental
and good natured . . . " How about those knees,
Sheba?" .. . can often be heard saying, "Lonnie will
beat me!" . . . favorite pastimes-Lonnie and hoard ing all the Bell House mail . .. mad for music . . .
loves to dance ... always seeking souvenirs .. . that's
one of the " Three Musketeers!" . . .

SCOTT ORMSBEE
Concord, New Hampshire
Junior College General
Scott with her beautiful big b rown eyes ... matte r of
fact way . . . often heard rav ing about her Tufts
Dental attraction . . . fond of cafing -it-up, parties . . .
adorned in her white dining room uniform is often
heard saying , " Love it or what?" .. .
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LUCILLE B. PLANTE
"Sister Lulu"
Junior College General
Biddeford, Maine
"Sister lulu" .. . a live wire in Bell House . .. vitality
and then some . . . habitually absentminded . . .
"where are those glosses?" . .. special interest in the
opposite sex . .. why is Tufts so special lu? . . . can
be heard saying "you kids don't understand" or "I'm
hungary" .. . lots of clothes .. . sweaters . . . pastime
- teaching boys to jitterbug . . . one of the " Three
Musketeers" . ..

AN IT A SALLUS
" Nita"
BI'Ockton, Massachusetts
Medical Secretary
Her friends .. . she has many
. her foes .. . has
she any? . .. to Anita, a girl who is always able and
willing to help anyone . . . she's got a winning smile
and her bright blue eyes ore ready to twinkle at a
joke . . . whenever the telephone rings a resounding
voice inevitably calls out "Anita, telephone" . . . and
those long letters from across the country are never
ending . . pet peeves . .. perfumed letters, and people who take her seriously ...

MARIE D. SCHULTZ
"Schultzie"
Brentwood, Long Island, New York
Arts and Crafts
Schultzie always ready for a good time .. . let's keep
the party rollin' . . . greatest friend to be found .. .
always ready to pitch in and do a good job . . .
"Smiley's" her middle name . . . a great loss to
Masque and Candle . . . more fun than a barrel of
monkeys . . . New York's a great state . . . very
handy making mugs and just loves re miniscing about
the good ol' times at Pat's . ..
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SHIRLEY SEWELL
"Shirl"
West Scarboro, Maine
X-Ray T·echnique
Shirl has a big smile and a hi-yo for everyone . . .
when she's awake, that is . . . pet peeve . . . mornings that arrive too soon . . . letters arriving all the
time .. . who from? . . . she has a way with people
... have you and Tinkerbell found the deer you were
hunting for that night? ...

SANDRA ELAINE TINKHAM
"Tinkerbell"
Auburn, Maine
Pre-Nursery
Tinkerbell . . . The Pepsi Girl . . pet peeve . . . no
mail-from George that is . . . every weekend she
takes the Auburn bound bus, home to G .M.C. . . .
Tinkerbell is a little sunbeam in the midst of the
clouds ...

CAROLE GAIL WEBER
"Web
Bronxville, New York
Junior College General
Happy am I, from care I'm free, why aren't they all
content like me? Carole-tall, blonde beauty; the girl
who would do anything to help a friend . . . good
natured and simply bubbling over with personality
... always merry, never sad ... can usually be found
in bed or in the smoker . .. life of every party . ..
"Can I have a drag?" .. . weakness- RPL via Hawaii
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The Day Hops - going places and doing things! Day Hops invading Bowdoin, Maine, Colby, B. U., Dartmouth and oh so many others, what fun!
Remember the party at Nancy's after the Christmas formal, and what would we
do without our laugh a day supplied by "Ciish & Kidney, Inc." The lockers will
never be the same, will they? Wednesday meetings were led by Jean, notes
were taken by Carol and many thanks to Miss Honan, our helpful advisor.
Senior Day Hop representative to the Student Council was Ann . Rae and Jean
were JD's . We walked off with top honors in the competition Ice Skits during
Winter Carnival nice work kids. Becky, the two Betty's and lois will soon
be hearing wedding bells, good luck in married life. It's been fun kids, keep
the memories of the Day Hops fondly in mind - these years will live forever(
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DORIS M. BRIGGS
"Do Do"

Naples, Maine

Secretarial Science

Doris has kept her witty tongue and scholastic
age up in spite of her accidents . . . all who
her, admire her and seek her friendly company,
cially one Donald E. Richardson . . . Do Do
ardent fan of U. of M . .. .

averknow
espeis an

PATRICIA ANN BRIGGS
"Pat"

West SQarboro, Maine

Retailing

Efficient . .. does a good job in everything she undertakes ... neat dresser .. . original ideas .. . designs
and makes her own clothes . . . likes oriental things
. . . collects Toby mugs . . . has a tendency to save
just about anything and everything that comes her
way . . .

JANICE IRENE CADY
"Jan"

Portland, Maine

Secretarial Science

Jan has a sparkling personality and famous pony tail
.. . Her interests vary from school activities to Bow doin . .. her friendliness and cute smile have made
her well known to everyone ...
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BETH CLISH
Cape Elizabeth, Maine
Secret·a rial Science
Personality plus . . . always bubbling over with news
and bits of gossip . . . can usually be seen dashing
along the walks with talk about Larry, the party, and
Boston(?) ... Beth takes over any situation and when
stumped for words you can count on her replying .
"Well kinda nice" . . .

JACQUELINE A. COCHRANE
"Jackie"
Portland, Main·e
Secretarial Science
"Hurry Jackie" can always be heard in the Day Lounge
. . . Jackie believes in what is worth doing at all is
worth doing well . . . interests are not few by any
means . . . thoughts are around "Holy Cross" and
"Connecticut" .. .

DONNA LOUISE COLE
Cape Elizabeth, Maine
Junior College Gen.e ral
A quiet day student with pretty blond hair . . . main
interest is Amherst . . . can usually be found in the
lounge knitting for Steve . . . often heard saying,
"really" .. .
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LOUISE MAY DOANE
Retailing
South Portland, Maine
Enjoys real live parties-especially in Psi U at Bowdoin . . . always has a smile . . . nice page boy . . .
has trouble eating her food . . . Tuesdays and Thursday make for fun . . . never a dull moment . . . familiar cry is, "I'm going to do something exciting this
weekend." .. .

JOANNE E. CRONIN
"Jo"
Portland, Maine
Junior College General
Jo came to us from Laselle Junior College . .. has
made many friends since the short time she has been
here with us .. . has ability to make friends easily ...
frequently heard saying, "Oh, No" ...

REBECCA RANDOLPH FELLOWS
"Becky"
Bangor, Maine
Liberal Arts
Rushes to Bowdoin every Friday just as soon as classes
are out . . . Now has a diamond, which she proudly
displays . . . always screaming " witch" or "dem on "
around campus ... looking forward to June 1958 ...
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BEVERLY ALMA GOODWIN
"Bev"
South Portland, Maine
Liberal Arts
Easy to get along with . . . makes friends easily . . .
favorite expression is "Oh Crow" . . . main interest is
at U.N .H. . . . pet peeve is having people tease her
about her knees ... loves pizza at midnight ...

ANNE ELIZABETH HALEY
Saugerties, N,e w York
Arts and Crafts
Quiet but versed on the affairs at Bowdoin . .. Reply
to bits of gossip is simply "Oh?" ... sunny smile . . .
always crowing about how awful her natural curly
hair looks ... two minutes before the bus leaves, you
can see Ann applying lipstick and madly combing her
hair .. .

PATRICIA ANN HONAN
" Pat"
Portland, Maine
Secretarial Science
Full of fun .. . always ready to help someone . ..
managed to keep everyone supplied with examples
of cooking class . .. always answers questions with
A-yo . .. would seem that next door neighbors hold
a great fascination for her . . .
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ELIZABETH C. JACKSON
"Betty"

Secretarial Science

Portland, Maine

Always willing to contribute a helping hand ... often
can be found reading letter from Bob . . . recently
became proud owner of a sparkling engagement
ring .. .

RAE JOHNSON
"Raymond"

Gorham, Maine

Medical Secretary

Shares a hand in everything that goes on at school
. . . hits the dean's list every quarter . . . keeps up a
consistent correspondence with a very special guy at
Dartmouth .. .

ROBERTA KINNEY
"Bobbie"

Portland, Maine

Medical Secretary

"The life of the party"- any party- that's our Bobbie
. . . "aya" . . . brown eyes spell excitement . . . al ways keeping things from getting dull . . . hides
Bette's books, cleans out Jan's locker ...
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LOIS MARY ROGERS
Yarmouth, Mai'n'e
Junior Colleg,e General
Counting the days till the one and only comes home
. . . Has knit quite a few big things, wonder who the
lucky person is . .. seems to be quiet but actually is
bubbling over with enthusiasm . . . always willing
to help . ..

NANCY JANE MULLIN
"Nance"
Portland, Maine
A great gal in every way .. . always ready to pitch
in and help, no matter what the task . . . displays
enthusiasm in hockey and basketball . . . found
wherever the "gang" is . .. if you want a pa rty, just
ask " Nance" .. .

JEAN ANN MERRILL
" Jeanie"
South Portland, Maine
Liberal Arts
Full of laughs and always ready for a good time .. .
ambitious ... favorite expression is " Honest ly" . . . on
big weekends, she's off to see Don at Colby . .. thinks
of going to U. of M .. . .
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JEAN CAROL SKILLINS

Portland, Maine
Medical Secretary
Always busy doing something for someone else . . .
lugs a king-size brief case around . . . "Now, wait a
minute." . . . has a pixie-like giggle and laughs at
almost anything . . . writes long letters to Boston . . .

DOROTHY F. SHELLING
"Dotty"

Medical Secretory·
Portland, Maine
Vitality Plus . . . hey Dot, want to check your notes
... transferred from U. Conn . . . . interests vary from
Colby weekends to skiing trips . . . don't forget those
profitable sweater sales . . . inquisitive mind and
friendly outgoing manner.

CAROL ANNE SEEHUSEN

Portland, Maine
Medical Secretary
Her capacity for winning friends and influencing people have won her many friends and much success . ..
finds time to enjoy those fabulous weekends at Bowdoin . . . favorite expression is, "For the love of
Pete" ...
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DONNA GAYE WILLIAMS
Portland, Maine
Junior College General

Possesses the spirit of making those around her happy
. . . always has a smile for everyone . .. managed to
make the Dean's list and yet still has a lot of fun ...
dislikes people who break promises . ..

ELIZABETH WINSLOW
"Betty"
Portland, Maine
Secretarial Science
Agility in all sports is well-known . . . has the special
gift of making friends easily and permanently . . .
proudly sports at Tufts D.U . . . . has his pin but soon
it might be replaced . . .

JUDITH M. WASGATT
" Judy"
Portland, Maine
Medical Secretary
"Cute as a kitten"
. naturally friendly and easygoing ... "Oh, Shoot" is as mad as she ever gets . ..
can be found in the bookstore on weekdays but on
weekends at U. of M .. . . how's those Greek letters
she droodles during classes . .. detests blind dates,
people who eat too slow, and so-called " bra ins" . . .
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LOUISE WORTHEN
South Portland, Maine

Liberal Arts

Intelligent . . . sweet and quiet is this Day Hop . . .
Does her work well and is always ready to help
anyone . . . Very neat dresser . . . and admits a
"slight interest in Bost.on."
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:Peerinq 3-louse

The hustle and bustle of life has ceratinly been obvious in Deering House this year. Bish's turtle,
Janet's solos, Randy and Sylvia's impromptu acts, Linda's fag have all contributed to the lively otmas·
phere. Joyce keeps the third floor awake with her midnight wanderings and Janet keeps the whole
house awake - Bless those Tuesday nights when the switchboard calls.
'Deering placed second in Halloween skits this year and con be pleased with its active participation in everything. Our athletes, B.J ., Peg, Ann, Jeanne, Barb, have helped us hold our own in
basketball, hockey and volleyball. At any rote its been a great year. Shute, Jeanie, Peg Sanford
are usually found knitting. Judy curled up with an English novel. Mick and Ellen cleaning their room
again. Sandy running off to lab with Jane , Barb, Peggy and Midge. What's in the jars girls? And
there we find Cynthia and Nancy re citing lines of the play, Sonnie and Bunny singing a duet, Barb
singing a solo in the smoke r, and last but not least Digger sitting in Quinns room as Jean straightens
her drawers talking fervently about some great plans for the weekend.
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SANDRA MARIE ADAMS
"Sandy"
Ba,n gor, Mai·n e
Medical S·e cretary
Waiting for a telephone call from Bill and then coming to the smoker looking like a lobster from Maine
is our Sandy _ .. the Bact tests and Med. Lab. tests
were a favorite topic for discussion in her free minutes, which are few and far between . . .

LINDA JANE ARMSTRONG
"Lynn"
Dedham, Massachusetts
Junior College General
Here's the dancing girl usually clad in her darling pajamas .. . the Canter Club's pride and joy .. . a real
sweet kid with a pleasant personality that enables her
to get a long with everyone . . . a great little firechief . . . perhaps to be a fireman is her secret ambition .. .

JOAN BANCROFT
"Joannie"
West Newbury, Massachusetts
Secretarial Science
Never seen without the knitting needles . . . always
on the go and wondering when or if Bob will arrive
. . . the nightly ceremonial of "folding" her hair . ..
who's the faithful writer from Badger, Pratt, Doyle, &
Badger??? . .. what happens to the P.J.'s each night,
Joannie??? .. .
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BEVERLY JEAN BISHOP
"Bish"
St. Albans, Maine
Pre-Occupational Therapy
Often found writing to Tom .. . big brown eyes . . .
heart of gold .. . friendly disposition .. . loves "S's"
and gab sessions . .. music lover . . . dislikes bossy
people . . . always knitting . . . "By Jiminey" . . .
that's our Bev . ..

CAROLYN BJORKMAN
"B. J."
Junior College General
New Britain, Connedicut
B. J. will always be remembered for her participation
in sports . . . she is easily distinguished by her short
b londe hair, bermudas and a man's shirt . .. one of
our best waitresses . . . she has an exuberant spirit
which no one can forget . ..

EVELYN MARIE COLPITIS
" Bunny"
Woodland, Maine
Busi·ness
This is the curly headed, brown eyed little pixie who
runs around campus w ith a smile on her face and a
dimple in her chin . .. she loves to sleep and spends
most of her time in bed . . . the bathtub o r with
Paul . ..
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JOYCE COPELAND
"Jo"

Fairhaven, MGssachusetts
Retailing
Sunny disposition . . . cute smile and long pony tail
. . . takes time out for that Junior at Bowdoin . . .
wears her pin proudly . . . easy going and nice to
know ...

MARY-JOSEPHINE DIGBY
"Mary-Jo"

Gloucester, Massachusetts
Retailing
Charming personality . . . where's that letter from,
Arkansas, maybe! . . . have you framed that letter
from J.F. yet . . . loves parties . . . looking for fun,
just ask, digger .. .

MARGARET ANN EUSTIS
"Peggy"

Strong, Maine
Medical Secretary
Say, Peggy, who are those letters coming from . . .
all the way from Cornell . .. appears to be quiet, but,
oh when you get to know her . .. a whiz at sports
. . . a really nice girl . . . one of the best . . .
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JOSEPHINE ANNE HANDLEY
"Mick"
Manchester, Connecticut
Liberal Arts
What this 57'er lacks in size she makes up for in an
endless stream of conversation usually starting
"yikees'" . . . never seen without a father's shirt,
trench coat, a big "hello" and a clip board with a
letter bound for the deep South . . . no telling what
name her history students will use for her since Pudge,
Mick, Griz, Jo has a number to choose from ...

JEANNE LANGLAIS
Brunswick, Maine
Medical Technology
Crazy about spiders . . . can be found doing a swell
job in the dining room ... fond of helping people ...
a gal with a sw eet di sposition . . . w e ars a beautiful
diamond on her left hand . . . nights usually find
Jean writing to Roy ...

JANET TERESA LEWIS
"Janet"
Arlington, Massachusetts
Secretarial Science
When trouble is found, liz is around . . . ready for
fun at all hours . . . "Anyone for pizza" . . . detest
John law . . . "Pose for a picture, don't jiggle the
camera" . .. generous to all . .. pokie-dot pj's
by her many friends, she is rated as tops ...
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BARBARA JOAN MEISTER
"Barby"
Watertown, Mass.
Pre-Nursery
The year's project-a pair of socks . . . traditional
Wednesday morning wash and her fun with it . . .
never late for breakfast . . . possesses a beautiful
voice . ..

CYNTHIA JEAN NEVERS
"Cynthia"
Norway, Maine
Secretarial Science
Ardent smoker fan and bridge player .. . loves accounting . . . trips home on weekends have been less
numerous this year-wish we' d get the clue .. . one
of the few who hasn 't resorted to knitting . . . all out
for Masque and Candle, wonder why? ...

NANCY NEWSOME
"Nan "
Needham, Massachusetts
Junior College General
Likes fun and activity . . . likes to act and is good
at it . . . does imitations . . . goes to the art school
. . . splashes paint on the canvases with her artistic
touch . ..
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BARBARA ANN PEARY
"Barb"

Strong, Maine
Medi~al Secretary
Usually out on Wednesday nights . . . remember
John's bomb? . . . ready to enter in on the fun . . .
Barb and Peg are inseparable ... even take the same
courses together ...

ANN D. POTTER

Marblehead, Massachusetts
Juni·or College General
Always found writing letters to whom-we don't
know . . . weekends at home are really tremendous
. .. has something thrilling to tell when she returns
... cars ... parties ... big plans under way for that
trip to Spain ...

MARY JANE PROESCH
"Midge"

Belmont, Massachusetts
Medical Secretary
Called "Little Midge" . .. spends quite a bit of time
with the books and is admired for it . . . detests
messy rooms ... a daily after-supper ritual is writing
letters .. . always has a friendly "hi" for everyone,
even early in the morning ...
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SONYA D. PULCIFER
"Sonnie"
Farmington, Maine
Meclioal Secretary
Either at the piano or in the lab catching up on her
venipunctures . . . keen sense of humor . . . ability
to get along with others, except when she is awakened in the middle of night ... love of outdoor sports
adds to the fun on trips to the farm ...

JEAN HEALY QUINN
"Quinnie"
Bloomfield, New Jersey
Junior College General
The photographer's model . . . seldom seen during
the day . . . asleep, in class or riding . . . gay personality and wonderful sense of humor . . . always
ready for a good laugh . . . dislikes being dragged
out of bed by Liz . . . always be remembered for
her famous chuckle .. .

PRISCILLA ANNE RANDALL
"Randy"
Liberal Arts
Yarmouthport, Massachusetts
·Found in a waitress uniform, at a hockey or a basketball game . . . did a wonderful job in the dining
room . . . dislikes people who disrupt the course of
events . . . creates a warm atmosphere by her pleasing personality and ability to get along with others
... Flash, Flash, see what we see? .. .
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JANE W. REDONNETT
"Janie"
Bangor, Maine
Medical Secretary
Always know Janie is around when Maine Maritime
Academy is mentioned . . . John is responsible for
this middie fan . . . easy going manner
. dresses
neatly . . . has a friendly smile for all . . .

JUDITH M. ROPER
"Judy"
Gloucester, Massachusetts
X-Ray Technique
Rushes from the dining room in the morning to the
hospital during the day . . . to the hockey field till the
sun sets . . . willing to help others . . . quiet and
sweet ...

BARBARA ANN SANBORN
"Barb"
Norwood, Massachusetts
Medical Secretary
On the hockey field or in the dining room, Barb does
her job and does it well . . . swing and sway of the
pony tail . .. winning smile and personality plus . . .
loves parties . . . Flash, Flash, two white eyes approaching . . . neat driver . . . rides down the center
strip ...
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MARGARET L. SANFORD
"Peggy"
Secretarial Science
Westfield, Mass.
Mike's favorite, Peg W's favorite . . . number one
knitter .. . constantly waiting for a phone call from
Lewiston . . . kept busy entertaining guests in her
"peeking room" . . . Peg has a "swell" friend across
the hall ...

CAROL BRUCE SHUTE
"Shute"
Manchester, New Hampshire
Secretarial Science
Really proud of the socks and the progress in knitting
. . . if it weren't for Joanie, you' d be sunk! ... fateful
Sunday mornings during big weekends . . . learn
much on the subject of religion? . . . how did you get
those gray hairs? . . . we wonder who the special
fellow is that you write to every night at 11:15 . . .

ELLEN SLOAT
Rye, New York
Liberal Arts
Seen running to the bursars at odd moments of the
day . . . thinks constantly of "Chester" and his many
attributes ... loves to get up in the morning and loves
cold showers . . . known for her favorite uniform and
lovely sneakers . . . wants to eliminate three little
words from everyone's vocabulary ...
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SYLVIA SMITH
"Syl"
Newburyport, Mass.
Secr·e tarial Science
Syl in her high-heeled sneakers .. down from the
woods accent . . . can always be counted on for
laughs . . . tells of that Kimball boy, friends at home
and grandpa . . . Syl and friend from country Randy
would be great on the stage . . . have performed for
smoker parties and enjoyed by all .. . Syl's sense of
humor and pleasing way have won her many friends.

MARGARET L. WHITTAKER
"Peggy"
Augusta, Maine
Junior College General
Never a dull moment in room 11 when Peg is there
.. . the nightly check on "our" friend has us all wondering . . . a steady "cafe" goer . . . by a miracle,
"catnaps" in the smoker ... what's the connection between you and Mike and those mysterious rides on
Wednesday nights . .. a lover of sports . . .
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3-touqhton 3-taff

Houghton Hall is quite distinguished on campus as she is a "little home".
Within the atmosphere of the co-operative dorm the girls have a chance to
develop their domestic talents and live together as a family . Many friendships
have been made over the bridge table or around the dish washer. The four
seniors welcomed into Houghton this year were Pat, Barb, Iris, and Diane. The
Houghtonites proved to be quite busy on campus with Chris as president of
Outing Club and Alumni Representative for the Class of '57, Busha was president
of Glee Club and Retailing Club, Iris was Science Club president and Class
Terasurer, Di as Science Club Treasurer, and Anny our Student Council representative. We also take great pride in our two J. D.'s Di and Busha, who by the
way is the J. D. vice-president. Both the senior and freshmen like to thank
Nancy lee and Betsy for the use of their den of iniquity - your sparkling personalities must have attracted us there. Dot Libbey will be missed by everyone
even though we were quite jealous by her going home almost every weekend
- wish we were all that lucky! Our memories of Houghton, Westbrook and our
new house mother, Mrs. Johnson, will always be treasured.
The girls of Houghton shared a great sorrow with the loss of their housemother, Mrs. Whitmore. She helped us in many ways . We will always remember her and her kind ways.

BARBARA BRIGGS
"Briggsie"
Caribou, Maine
Junior College General
"Quiet, study hours" . .. singing voice in the shower
. . . rushes downstairs for class and then scurrying
back for a forgotten book ... dislikes that extra door
in her room which allows people to run in and out
at all hours . . .

NANCY M . BUSHENFELDT
"Bush"
Stoughton, Massachusetts
Retailing
Dashes around a little late wherever she goes . . .
would try anything in gym, just once . . . did you
remember to mail my letter to Dartmouth, "you
clowns?" .. . the hockey team appreciated her cheery
personality .. .

MARY CHRISTIE
" Chris"
Wellesley, Massachuestts
Pre-Nursery
For little Chris, life is big . . . active in clubs . . .
hockey ... sports a fraternity pin . . . no, soap, sport;
we think you're great, hope your energy doesn' t run
out .. .
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ELIZABETH ANN CROXFORD
"Betsy"
Augusta, Maine
Pre-Nursery
Unpredictable Bets adds a spark to life .. . best cook
and jitterbug enthusiast . . . doesn't have to go to
Alaska to find her man . . . be quiet, so as not to
awaken the sleeping beauty at 8:00 but beware in
the wee hours of the morning . . . signing outMeija! ...

NANCY LUCILLE GUILD
Needham Massachusetts
Junior College General

The busy little beaver with always an assignment left
over . . . will make a fine blonde secretary . . . always willing to help . . . sweet and likable . . . wonderful cook ...

IRIS C. KAMAROS
Thompsonville, Connedicut
Medical Technology

Industrious . . . "Bless my soul, but it's cold in here!"
. . . have you anymore Greek cookies? . . . sincere
and likes to help others ... pleasing manner ... and
warm personality . ..
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DOROTHY ANN LIBBEY
"Dot"
Bridgt.on, Maine
Junior College General
First impression is that of being quiet . . . but wait till
you get to know her . . . handles the financial matters . . . does a good job . . . might make a million
in legal matters . ..

DIANE ELAINE LIBBY
Gray, Maine
Medical Technology
To know Diane is to want to be her best friend . . .
humor is included among her virtues . . . always informing of the "scoops" ... active in clubs .. . clever
and ambitious .. . a student at its best . ..

CYNTHIA JEAN SHARP
"Cinny"
Windsor, Connecticut
X-Ray Technique
Capable . .. friend to all .. qu iet disposition . ..
pleasant ways . . . pleasing manner . . . reserved
personality . ..
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PATRICIA MARIE TUPPER
"Pat"
Winslow, Maine
Medioal Secretary
Shouts, "I'll be back" . . . noise disturbs her . . .
studies quite a bit . . . sticks close to the smoker .. .
wakes up early .. . types a lot .. . friendly to everyone . ..
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Melville House, the place where we slept, studied, laughed and enjoyed
wild and even weird times.
Mrs. Merrill kept the tea boiling, Wiggie fed her birds, Ricky made clothes,
Celia painted Ruby, Peggy lived at Bowdoin, Doe made Dean's list, Carol
changed her name, DeDe sang "Too Many Loves Have 1", Stef dreamt of Wally,
Eva let trumps, Janie wrote to Jimmy, Patti gave the parties, Sue rode in sports
cars, Mo worried about Kelly, Sally, Beth, Barb and Trilby made plans for
Europe, Frannie paid visits to Norwich, Juanita followed Maine Maritime, Diane
had her first airplane ride, Patty went to parties, Lois was the card shark, Sandy
kept a date book but roomie Cally sported a diamond denoting ownership,
Bessey had mixed emotions over Bill.
Active in clubs, we housed Sally as Editor of Margray, Carol as President of
S. R. A., Celia as Vice-President, DeDe Student Council Vice-President, Janie as
Class President, W.A.A. Treasurer, J.D., Mo as IRC President and Editor of
Yearbook, of course don't forget Bessey as Cheerleader.
We will never forget the fire bells, Alice playing the piano and Mrs. Emerson who filled in for Mrs. Merrill. It's been fun kids and through the years we'll
always remember the fine friendships we made here.
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MIRIAM PATRICIA BEARD
"Patti"
Groton, Massachusetts
Secf\et,a rial Science
Slender of form . . . smiling countenance . . . and
sweaters galore . . . our little hostess on the second
floor . . . "What's the snack this eve, Patrie?" . . . oh,
lovely one . . . hair stylist . . . clothes lender . .. and
general helper-outer . . . typing, tabulating, and timings can create quite a temper . . . a good listener
. . . a gentle disposition .. . and a true friend .. .

BARBARA LEE BESSEY
"Barb"
Buckfield, Maine
Home Ec.onomics Terminal
"Tromp, tromp, tromp" . . . just plain pooh . .. "He
hasn't called me for two nights!" . . . do you like
cooking school? No-o-o! . . . will we make it back
to the settlement? .. . "Oh, gee!" ... was it 27? . . .
B.B. from B. . . . "How old are you?" .. . speak a
little louder (and faster) please . . . back to the apple
presses ...

PATRICIA GAIL BROWN
" Pat"
Dry Mills, Maine
Medical Secretary
This girl has a wonderful warm laugh . . . a Dean's
List scholar . . . loves that free lunch period . . .
another Mainiac . . . ha s contracted that knitting
fever . . . ring, telephone, ring .. . a friend to everyone . . . will take New York City by storm . . . dislikes " gun -ho" boys . . . anyone for Big Se bago lake ?
. Patty, "What do you want for Christma s?" .
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LOIS ELLEN BUCKLEY
Derry, New Hampshi~e
X-Ray Technique
loves peanut butter cookies ... but oh those Thursday
mornings .. . what about fifteen? . . . knit socks?gee, she can ... a ponytail is a must for July 6th .. .
how about a cup of coffee? . .. flashing blue eyes
. . . sweet smile ... sometimes rather put out . ..

EVA BURNHAM
Winthr,op, Massachusetts
Pre-Nursing
Gee, that long hair looks swell . . well-mannered,
quiet gal . .. music lover . . . grateful for favors .. .
sparkling eyes . . . pleasant smile . . . pet peeveanswering the telephone . .. Oh! that orchid! . . .

CELIA CRIE
"Ceal"
Rockland, M<1ine
Art Educ.ation
Two minutes before eight . . . just made breakfast
. .. never without that cute pony tail ... accomplished
artist . . . most recent masterpiece-Ruby . .. never
failing smile . . . understanding listener . . . loves
Philosophy . . . I almost died! .. . sports enthusiast
. . . once walked back from town . . . Saturday morning school teacher .. . always making posters . .
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SALLY HUNTINGTON CROWELL
West Yarmouth, Massachusetts
Liber,a l Arts
Jed, Jed, handsome Jed . .. Black Watch Skirt . . .
but that's not my skirt! . . . may I use your bath tub?
... remember when Sal tried to do the soft s hoe? .. .
can't you see I'm trying to study? . . . it's cashmere
. . . Cole's Cook's Tour for Crowe ll . .. hair long
or short? . . . Henry Higgins .
clear the walls!
Huntington?
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SANDRA JEAN DASHNER
" Sandy"
Springfi.e ld, Vermont
Junior College General
The little gal from Vermont
water ski e nt husi a st
favorite of UNH and Phi Mu Delta
w ins
friends by, "Well, aren't you impressed?"
Old
Orchard Beach fan
always on the go
neve r
wo rks 8 hou rs, plays 8 hours, and
a dull moment
sleeps 28 hou rs
basketba ll ace
thoughts of
the South and Florida State Un ive rsity .
on tops in
the "Knitter's Club"
jazz record colle ctor
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MAUREEN NANCY DECOURCY
"Mo"
Brockton, Massachusetts
Journalism Secretary
"C'mo n g a ng"
b rea t hes J ackie G leaso n
" Ten derly"
collegiate, co nfused , but oh, so cute
new ha ir cut and no propel ler
" Loo kout for my
nose"
g eneral morale booster and Mac's office
w a tch ing the wa tch 'til Kelly sails home
keeper
browsing, bouncing, and packed w ith fun
Eloise personified
we' ll a ll meet at B's
high
or low
a lways on the go
the re goes Mo
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DIANA OLIVE DEXTER
Marion, Massachusetts
Pre-Nursery
November Angel . .. likes to go places and do things
. . . red night gown . . . chocolate cake . . . a letter
a day keeps the blues away ... "going to be my own
boss" . .. I'm cold . . . strike . . . Trilby's upper half
. . . movies . . . sunken sailboats . .. "I'm so excited"
. . . undecided? . .. cost money? ... don't! . .. never
disagreeable . . . George will make a million . . .

JUANITA E. DUNBAR
Southwest Harbor, Maine
X-Ray Teehnique
A girl with the Maine accent and a mind of her own
. .. found in classes, studying . .. in Melville, full of
pep .. . certain pleasures- long walks, Italian sandwiches, and Maine .M aritime! . .. can' t seem to finish
winter scarf! . . . T.N .T. on knitted socks . . . cute
temper . . . green eyes . . . rosy cheeks equals half of
her . . . athletic . . . ready for fun . . . outdoarsey
equals other half . .. "See you in smoker-or-cafe?" . . .

DOLORES JEAN GANTNIER
" Doe"
X-Ray Teehnique
West Scarboro, Mai·n e
Doe seems to be a very quiet girl, until you really get
to know her- ask a couple of Bellites . . . what is it
that attracts you to Scarboro eve ry weekend? ... pet
peeve: having to come back at 10:30 e very Sunday
night . . . watch out fo r those closed doors Doe . ..
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JANE GENTHNER
"Janie"

Westfi,e ld, Massachusetts
Liberal Arts
Where's the coffee pot, Patti? . . . oh, I'm so excited
. . . understanding, cooperative, and efficient . . .
friendly smile for everyone . . . ambition to raise a
farmer's daughter ... is in her own little world when
typing ... I'm now reading Shakespeare's four lesser
tragedies . . . serving the faculty tonight, Janie? .. .
the light of love in her eyes shines only for Jimmy .. .

J. TRILBY GIFFORD

"Tril''
North Qui·ncy, Mass.
Pre-Occupational Therapy
"Hey Dexter" . . . shall I cut my hair? . . . prefers
blouses, hates hats . . . big brown eyes . . . always
helpful, always active . .. record shop, favorite stop
... Diana's lower half ... keeps in shape with sports
. .. insists on promptness . . . favorite pastimes: watercolors, sailing, and skating .. .

MARGARET GULLIVER
"Peggy"

Portland, Maine
Secretarial Science
Shining black hair, flashing eyes, and a quick shake
of the head . . . here she comes .. . scuffing footstep . . . laughing smile and sparkling glow . . . five
foot two and packed with fun . . . Bowdoin . . .
George . . . and constant car troubles .. . the most
budgeting budgeter ever . . . "Where am I ever going to find money for cigarettes this week?" . .. all
in a dither, and off in a flash . . . there goes our
Peggy . ..
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FRANCES JEAN IOVANNA
"Frannie"
Quincy, Massachusetts
Pr·e-Nursery
Oh, Ronchies dying!"
where's the Allagash?
walks in cemetery
loves Italian foods
also
loves Rad
Ya-ah
seen in red jacket
fan
of Norwich
soft music and dim lights
makes
up the other third
hates peas
skis, skates and
swims
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CAROL BENTLEY JAYNE
"Lee"
Hamden, Connecticut
Pre-Nursery
New bride
light brown hair
pretty blue eyes
me and my shadow-"good enough"
hopeful waiting
window closer
blue sweaters
one and only is Don
always talking and giggling
good listener
front room
fire bell
busy working
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BARBARA HELEN MacGIBBON
" Bobby"
Torrington, Connecticut
Ri!tailing
A flashing smile
never a quiet moment
trouble?-well!
between who? well, who knows?
can make it in twenty minutes
we doubt
it
Oh, those weekends! those flowers keep com ing
retailing is her career and she is the best
Europe isn't far away
have a great time for all
Europe lovers
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CAROLYN ANN MacQUINN
"Cally"
Junior College General
Bar Harbor, Moine
Makes friends and keeps them with an "Oh, stay an'
play" . . . dynamic personality- so natural and down
to earth . . . barefoot and pigtails . . . lobster and
beach parties . . . sparkler on left hand shows a decided future . . . Larry's the name ... lounge patrons
Wednesday and Friday nights . . . weekends at Zeta
Psi . . . argyles and hunting caps . . . hours spent in
the sack ... art enthusiast! .. .

DEIDRA ELIZABETH MAYER
"Dede"
Long Beach, New York
Liberal Arts
"Hi, yuh!" . . . four showers a day at least . .. buys
records by the ton . . . these are today's purchases
. . . Zum Galli . . . English muffins . . . onward to
Westbrook! . .. house meeting!! . . . letters to Joe in
Hygiene class . . . "The Student Council thinks" . . .
a nap after every class ... apartment in Gotham .. .
life on a teacher's salary .. .

~

~
ELIZABETH HUNTINGTON McNEIL
"Beth"
W,eston, Massachusetts
Medical Technology
Peanuts . . . classical music . . Peter's shoes" . . .
"take back your mink" . . . "Emily Pureheart" . . .
Chanel No. 5 . .. " Beth got pinned tonight" . . . the
only girl with an 8:30 class . . . "goo-od Lord!" . . .
" Did you have a good time?- sob, gasp, sigh, choke!"
. . . hark! listen to the voice of McNeil .. . always
cat-napping in the afternoon, strain of classes too
much! . ..
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CAROL ANN O'DONNELL
" Ricky"
Medical Secretary
Waban, Massachusetts
Rusty red hair .. . turned up nose . . . pizza enthusiast . .. grouchy when awakened .. . happy rest of
day . . tall platonic lover . . . clam mouthed ... gleeful laugh . . . don't get shook! . . . always surprises
. . . baby talk . . . cleanliness personified . . . "S"
from daddy . .. checks once a week . . . chair piled
high . . . bunny puff for pony tail . . . gonna run
away . . .

THERESA STEFANELLI
"Stef"
Belleville, New Jersey
Secretarial Science
life would be miserable without a smoker . . . do
you have an extra cigarette? . . . why do certain
boys whistle at certain girls? . .. how are the socks
coming? . . . let's go to New York this weekend on
excursion rates . . . pet peeves-philosophy .. . cancelled planes and midnight trains . . . gym . . . closea
doors . . .

SUSAN CAYFORD WEAR
"Susu"
North Providence, Rhode Island
Liberal Arts
Baroness Su san Cayford Von Be rgfe ls W e ar . . . always true to lord Byron .. . witty sayings . . . sports
car fanatic . . . daughter of roaring twenties . . .
trembling lower lip . . . down from the hill in her
M.G . jacke t . . fight fi ercely Tufts . . . all right you
guys . . . a bsolute ly loves Di cken . . . soon to publis h
th e W e a r unab ridge d di ctionary . . . not to love Der
Fue h rer is a g re at d isg race . . .
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CAROL ANN WIGGIN
"Wiggie"
Worcester, Massachusetts
Pre-Nursery
Honey-colored hair ... sparking blue eyes ... friendly . . . cooperative . . . third degree tonight? . . . six
at the cabin . . . radio at 7 a.m .. . . isn't that gorgeous! . . . red flannels . .. pony tail .. . diet anyone? . . . clothespin fights . . . bankbook balance .. .
nickel in the "piggy" . . . spelling lessons . . . beach
parties . . . weddings . . . fortune teller personified
. . . souvenir lover . . . minister and church at 11 .. .
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[freshmen JJorms

FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS

Seated, Left to Right: Sharon Abbott, Romaine Emil io, Elizabeth Bailey, Joanne Mayer.
Standing: Mr. Clapham Murray, Miss Dorothy McCann, Class Advisors.
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First Row, Left to Right: Patricia Murdock, Bonnie Bean , Carol Enos, Cynthia Faunce, Ellen Graham,
Constance Dean, Mary Whitworth, Anne Corbridge, Doris Peterson .
Second Row : Phyllis George, Emelie Margeson, Judith Colwell, Elisa Collins, Nancy Doran , Barbara
Ernst, Carol Wynot, Barbara Zucker, Jean Wilkinson .
Third Row : Donna Hoffman , Margaret Amodeo, Louise Walker, Rosalie Murphy, Cynthia Narusis,
Patricia Mears, Eleanor Hall, Deborah Jessop, Donna Elliot.

Goddard Hall has become a second home to girls from Maine to New
Jersey. The girls have become sisters to one another. Guided by our housemother, Mrs. Weren, and our house officers; Ellie, Connie, Mimi, and Cindy, we
have managed to attain another outstand ing record for Goddard Hall.

Al-

though we did not walk away with any prizes for skits or decorations, we won
something that was equally gratifying -

that was the ability to live and work

in close harmony with each other. At least one Goddard g irl represented our
dorm in every club on campus.
ments kids?

Remember those Canasta and Samba tourna-

How about those coffee breaks in "Mom" Weren's room every

night? It really has been a great year -

---
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one that we' ll never forgetll!
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First Row, Left to Right: Barbara Saulsbury, Mary Caulfield, Joyce Earnshaw, Noreen Fitzgerald, Polly
Peterson, Janet Houle, Sally Gibson, Joanne Mayer, Meredith West, Diane Wetmore.
Second Row: Judy LaFond, Judith White head , Dora Duncan, Carol Forbe s, Susan Shattuck, Jean
Santilhano, Frances Vallario, Ann Frawley, Marilyn Garrett, Georgiana Wormcke, Patience Webster.

Third Row: Barbera Tuller, Elizabeth Bailey, Janice Benoit, Carol Teaque, Paulette Cyr, Joan Horsey,
Patricia Collins, Sandra Budd, Nancy Davis, Tyro Findell, Barbara McDonnell, Marjorie Reid, Martha
Modlich, Bonnie Mclauchlan, Nancy Russell, Romaine Emilio.
Fcurth Row: Mary Ellen Ruddy, Ann Fox, Margaret Phillips, Patricia Robinson, Judith Wanzer, Jane
Parker, Patricia Brady, Carol Finley, Carole Prato, Frances Dunning, Shirley Holmes, Prudence
Young, Margo Ellis, Ann Trainer, Gail Murphy.

The Hersey girls of 1957 will never forget the wonderful times we have
shared together. We were honored by winning first prize in the Halloween
skits and placing third in the ice-skating skits.

Our officers, Sue, president;

Connie, vice-president; Jeanie, secretary; and Dor, treasurer did a wonderful
job trying to keep the dorm in order. We will always remember trying to get
Mary Ellen out of bed for Saturday morning Soc. class and what a horrible task
it was. We had quite a few pins this year and were so happy for Nancy and
Fran when they came back after Christmas Vacation with" their sparklers on the
third finger of their left hand . It's goodbye to Hersey and its wonderful times
and we sincerely hope that next year will be just as much fun.
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1Jalj 3tops

First Row, left to Right: Jo-Ann Greeley, Elizabeth Rolfe, Janice Stevenson, Beatrice Hueston, Patricia
Lydon, Stacia Eraklis , Virginia Kates, Anna Chandler, louise DiBiase, Mary Ellen Alden .
Second Row:

Barbara O'Leary , Lauretta Foster, Marilyn Farnsworth, Bernice Leba res , Florence Spaulding ,

Shirley Gray, Mary-Alice Chandler, Barbara LaDow, Bette Joan Packard , Carol Chapman, Sharon
Morris.
Third Row: Evelyn litrocapes, Marsha Miller, Suzanne Field, linda Stilphen, Judith Voorhis, Margaret
Hebert, Elizabeth Sorando, Jane Chapman , Patricia Calkin.

Our first year at Westbrook -

it' s been great!

Remember initiation?

Weren't we lucky we weren' t here in the middle of the night. Sue did a great
job taking care of the Day Hop's almighty dollar, and Janice was our freshman representative to the Student Council, while Janie represented us at W .A.A .
meetings. The Day Hops walked proudly off with second place in the interhouse
basketball championship.

liz is our engaged girl while many others prefer to

play the field at various boys colleges . . . How about Carole and Anna blonds in the fall; brunettes in the spring ... Remember the trip to the U. N. H.
in Sue's "truant wagon?" .. . the mad rush to the bus stop and the constant
begging for rides from Linda, Sue, and Florence . .. the " acting ability" of Jan
and Pete ... the antics of Barb and "Sandbox Miller" ... these and many more
are the memories we shall hold dear of our first year at Westbrook .
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Proctor 3-ta/L

First Row, Left to Right: Mary Stone, Linda Glidden, Marion Addison, Dorothy Semer, Elizabeth Willard,
Beth Galloway, Sharon Abbett, Marie Letourneau, Janine Cloutier, Dyla Greenlaw.
Second Row: Carol Frost, Dianne Kimball, Shirley Bailey, Elsa Sveden, Elizabeth Wageman, Katherine
Clark, Sandra Branson, Ruth Chadwick, Brenda Schwartz, Beverly Lofgren, Vivian Day, Natalie
Wilson, Nancy Abbett, Deborah Willis.
Third Row: Joanne Wilmarth, Sandra Putnam, Vissiliki Blougouras, Ruth Long, Shirley Anderson, Eliza·
beth Burbank, Emily Cathcart, Susan Miles, Patricia Corbett, Joanne Brackett, Nancy Shore, Rosamond Slack, Carolyn Colburn, Cynthia Carroll.

Despite the rain, the 42 Proctorites weathered the storm and arrived with
all the hustle and bustle imaginable. Following this, can be remembered our
Thanksgiving and Christmas parties.

February brought memories and excite·

ment of Winter Carnival and with a show of great enthusiasm the girls brought
to Proctor the lnterhouse Basketball trophy with 6 wins and 1 defeat . . . You
did a terrific job kids . . . It's been a great year at Proctor with all its birthday
parties and the late pizza snacks. We'll always remember mail call and the
telephone stampedes.
To our officers- Beth, Betty, Claire, and Sharon; to Mrs. Haskell, our housemother, and to our councilor, Ruth -

we say thanks for helping make th is year

a pleasant one; and to Proctor we say, "Thanks for the memories" -
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3-tour;hfon 3-faff

First Row, Left to Right: Marilyn Davidson, Betty French, Mary Shortall, Elizabeth landry, Marthabelle
Chase, Judith Forbes, Sarah Smith.
Second Row: Joan Linehan, Joan Stanley, Kathleen lewis, Janice Buxton, Dorothy ·Cobb, Geraldine
Michaud, Dale Ann Hagenlock.

We have really enjoyed our first year here at Westbrook, and will always
cherish many memories of these happy days. The water fights, pizza parties,
songfests, the joys and disappointments at "mail call" and the lifted spirits at
the continual ringing of the phone will never be forgotten.
We hope to have Sally and Mary Beth on Breakfast Prep again next year,
so that we can wake up to their soft call of "7:30 -

Breakfastll!l" Dale, Judy,

Kathy, and Mary Beth are looking forward to another trip to New York. Joan,
Betty and Marty plan to keep contact with their men during the summer. Congratulations to Betty Lou and Sally on their engagements . . . Joni, Janice and
Dot's men kept the mail man and telephone operators busy .. . Nancy learned
not to take a shower in full dress while Marilyn dodged tennis balls as they
flew through her window. Kathy represented us on the W.A.A. Council, and
along with Gerry on the Houghton House Council.
It all has been tremendous, and we are looking forward to a second wonderful year in Houghton Hall.
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or. Gf. Gf.

First Row, Left to Right : Linda Armstrong, Jane Genthner, Faith Hutchins, Jane Chapman, Mary Christie.
Se cond Rc w: Betty Winslow, Judy Roper, Ma rgare t Whittaker, Be tty Bailey, Carolyn Bjorkman, Priscilla
Randa ll , Ann Potte r, Janet Kay, Geraldine Johnson .

The Women's Athletic Association has a three-fold purpose, which governs
its activities . The Council, by planning a varied program, does a great deal
toward upholding this purpose; that of bringing together the student body of the
school for fun and friendly competition, promoting an interest in athletics, and
creating sound relationships between the faculty and students. During the past
year, the W.A.A. sponsored roller skating parties, bowling, interhouse basketball
and volleyball, soccer, badminton, ping pong, and tennis. Varsity teams included fleld hockey, basketball, softball, and tennis.
W.A.A. sponsors one of the biggest events of the year: Winter Carnival
Weekend . The theme this year was HAIL THE OLYMPICS. Activities included a
formal dance, house competition in snow sculptures and ice skits, alumnae
basketball, and a sock hop . The reigning queen was Faith Hutchins, President
of W .A.A., and her court included Jane Genthner, Gery Johnson, Peggy Whittaker, and Nancy Buschenfeldt. This year the Carnival Weekend was dedicated
to Miss Martha Pratt, head of the Physical Education Department.
The year's activities were climaxed by the Annual Spring Athletic Banquet,
at which time the new officers were announced, and Athletic Awards were given.
Our hats off to a very excellent Council, and successful year.
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Kneeling, Left to Right:

Carolyn Bjorkman, Cynthia Carroll, Jane Genthner, Celia Crie, Faith Hutchins,

Jeanne Langlais, Sandra Putnam, Geraldine Johnson .

Standing: Janel Kay, Manager, Charlotte, Margaret Phillips, Dorcas Marsaw , Ann Potter, Priscilla
Randall, Patricia Corbett, Patricia Calkin , Margaret Whittaker, Elizabeth Winslow, Miss Gloria
Gendron .

CVar.~ib; 13asket6aff
Varsity Basketball had a very successful season this year under the able
coaching of Miss Gendron. The team tied a record set in 1955, winning 7 games
and losing 1. The University of New Hampshire proved to be the only team
that could outscore our team.

Nasson College, Thornton Academy, Deering

High, South Portland High, Fryeburg Academy, and Kents Hill Prep School all,
succumbed to the scoring ability of this year's team. Our own loyal Alumnae
also attempted to "take on" this team, but to no avail.
Faith Hutchins, Jane Genthner, and Celia Crie did an excellent job on the
offensive end, while BJ Bjorkman, Sandy Putnam, and Candy Carroll shared the
honors for defensive work.
Congratulations to the entire team and the coach for a job well done .
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Kneeling, Left to Right: Faith Hutchins, Judith Roper, Ann !>otter, Dorcas Marsaw, Nancy Buschenfeldt, Elizabeth Winslow.
Standing: Geraldine Johnson, Elizabeth Bailey, Kathleen Lewis, Carolyn Bjorkman, Nancy Mullin, Margaret Whittaker, Mary Christie, Priscilla Randall, Manager.

This year proved to be a "building year" on the Hockey Field. When fall
practice started, we found that several Varsity members had graduated, and that
"coming" Jr. Varsity players had not returned to school. Never to be daunted,
Westb-rook's sticklers practiced hard and long hours, and began the season full
of hope.

Six games were scheduled, and when the season ended we had a

record of three wins, two losses and one tie. Thornton Academy, South Portland
High, and Fryeburg fell by the way; Kents Hill and the University of New Hampshire scored wins against us; Deering High for the first year in four tries, failed
to worry us, and we tied the game 2-2. All in all, we had a successful year with
lots of fun and wish to extend our best to the team and the coach .
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13asket6aff

Left to Right: Noncy Mullin, Jone Chapman , Janet lewis, Vivian Day, Kathleen lewis, Margaret
Hebert, Shelia O'Brien, Suzanne Field, Barbara Fraser, Ann Fox .

Junior CVarsit9

Kneeling, Left to Right: Katherine Clerk, Jane Chapmen , Patricia Honan, Sandra Putnam .
Standing: linda Glidden, linda Armstrong, Elizabeth Willard, Miss Gloria Gendron .
Absent: Josephine Handley, Scott Ormsbee, Ellen Sloat.

!fnterhouse 13asket6aff
Keen competition and good sportsmanship were displayed throughout the
1956-57 interhouse basketba II season.
As time passed, it was noticed that three teams took the spotlight. In the
regular schedule, Proctor Hall and Bell House tied for first place.
The playoffs proved ve ry e xciting with Proctor taking the envied trophy.
Bell House and the Day-Hops then played for second spot with the Day-Hops
coming out on top.
Our thanks go to Janet Kay, basketball manager, for her work in setting up
the schedule and running it smoothly. Also, credit is due to the student officials
for their help in refereeing all the games.

Left to Right: Sandra Putnam, Katherine Clark, Cynthia Carroll, Linda Glidden, Patricia Corbett, Vivian
Day, Shirley Bailey, Shirley Anderson.
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StuJent Bouncil

First Row, left to Right: Penny loulakis, Margaret Amodeo, Deidra Mayer, Mary Jane Proesch, Barbara
McDcnnell, Ruth Chadwick, Janice Stevenson.
Second Row: Cynthia Sharp, Anne Haley, Barbara Sanborn.

The Student Council consist~ of elected representatives for each dorm, and
all students of Westbrook Junior College are members of the Student Government.
This year the Student Council held a Family Weekend in October, and had
the annual Faculty Auction of Services. A weekend that was enjoyed by all.
To further our relationships with colleges in the Portland area, a joint
talent show was presented in April.
Officers of the Student Council: Mary Jayne Proesch, President; Deidra
Mayer, Vice-President-Treasurer; Barbara McDonnell, Secretary.
Richard Bond is advisor to the council.
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Acting Dean

Junior :lJeans

First Row, left to Right: Gail Andrews, Nancy Buschenfeldt, Sandre Adams, Jane Genthner, Margaret
Whittaker.
Second Row: Rae Johnson, Diane Libby, Jean Skillins.

Maturity, friendliness, love and respect for her college are but a few of the
qualifications of a Junior Dean. In full, a Jay-Dee is, "A girl who exemplifies
and lives- the Westbrook Way."
The Junior Deans, advised by Dean Richard F. Bond, are guardians of the
morals and moral tone of Westbrook and serve as channels for expression of
student opinions to the administration and in turn interpreting administration
policies to the students.

They also serve as campus guides for prospective

students and guests.
The Jay-Dees assist the administration during Freshman Orientation Week,
conduct the traditional Candlelight Service, sponsor several cultural series of
programs, and hold Tapping Ceremony of new Junior Deans at May Weekend.
The 1956-57 Junior Deans were: Gail Andrews, President; Nancy Buschenfeldt, Vice-President; Sandra Adams, Secretary; Jane Genthner, Treasurer; Rae
Johnson, Diane Libby, Jean Skillins, Margaret Whittaker.
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Club

First Row, Left to Right: Deboroh Jessop, Constance Dean, Maureen DeCourcy, Janet Lewis, Dorcas
Marsaw.
Second Row: Geraldine Johnson, Nancy Davis, Jane Genthner, Barbara Michaeles, Susan Wear,
Patricia Beard, Susan Shattuck, Carol Prato, Carol Finley, Kathryn Metcalf, Marilyn Weeks, Elpiniki
Loulakis, Shirley Sewall, Mr. ' David Smith, not in picture Mr. W. Gregor Macfarlan.

ry;
DeCourcy;
, Janet Lewis,
Marsaw; Recording
as entertaining acclub provided the
tivities.
The group started its year officially on United Nations Day by presenting
a U.N. flag to the school. This ceremony was followed up with talks on America
from several foreign students from Bowdoin.
The annual High School Forum was an immense success in that it occasioned the arrival of an unprecedented number of students, approximately 100
young men and women from surrounding high schools.
Dr. Proctor presented the IRC with a Forum award to be permanently 'exhibited in the lounge. It was awarded in recognition of the club's various
achievements. For the first time in its history, the club presented an award to
the outstanding delegate. The Plenary Session speaker was Nezih Manyas, a
Turkish Officer of Information in the United States.
In its interesting and busy year, the IRC has once again shown what can
be done if the stimulus is there. Mr. Macfarlan represented the club at the
annual conference held in Denver, Colorado. All our thanks go to Mr. Macfarlan
who guided and instructed us.
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Front Row, Left to Right: Cynthia Nevers, Josephine Handley, Gail Andrews, Margaret Whittaker, Diane
Kimball, Sharon Abbett, Geraldine Johnson.
Second Row : Mr. Clapham Murray, Joanne Wilmarth, Carol Frost, Mary Lou Addison, Marie Letourneau, Janet Kay, Carol Wiggin .

Masque and Candle at its first meeting melcomed Mr. Clapham Murray
as its new director and looked ahead hopefully for another great year. Masque
and Candle members want to send along a big "Thanks, Mr. Murray" for all
your help and patience.
In the fall, P.J.C. joi ped with the actresses of W.J .C. in presenting two oneact plays and the Christmas play was written up as another big success.
Freshman-Senior Competition Plays were the winter project, and the spring
play took

many hard-working, but fun-packed hours.

Socially speaking, the club dance and the spring banquet were all a part
of a tremendous year for the Westbrook Thespians.
With Marie Schultz, Gail Andrews, Sally Crowell and Margaret Whittaker as
the ruling body, the Masque and Candle did well by Westbrook Westbrook do well by Masque and Candle in 1956-57.
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as did

Canter Club

First Row, left to Right: Donna Elliot, Carol Shute, linda Armstrong, Anne Hayden, Natalie Wilson,
Judith Wanzer.
Second Row: Patricia Mears, Judith Colwell, Ann Potter, Donna Hoffman, Carol Enos, Elizabeth Burbank.

The 1957 Canter Club with seniors linda Armstrong as President and Carol
Shute as Treasurer elected freshman officers, Ann Hayden as Vice-President and
Nat Wilson as Secretary.
Due to much enthusiasm, the Canter Club has had more members this
year than in the past.
Many breakfast and supper rides were held throughout the year with an
added trip to New York's Madison Square Garden or the National Horse Show.
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First Row, Left to Right: Judith Roper, Janet Kay, Mary Christie, Jane Redonnett.
Second Row: Josephine Handley, Carolyn Bjorkman, Celio Crie, Shelia O'Brien, Margaret Whittaker.

The Westbrook Outing Club under the direction of Miss Martha Pratt had
a successful year in 1956-57.
Pleasant memories will linger over the many good times that the girls and
the faculty shared at Pleasant Mountain on farm weekends. Some of the other
activities of the year included: mountain-climbing, bicycle riding, and movies.
Interesting topics were discussed by guest speakers, and various sport movies
were shown to the members during the monthly meetings. Our biggest event
occurred when the Outing Club teamed with W.A.A. in sponsoring "Hail The
Olympics."
C(ub officers were: Mary Christie, President; Janet Kay, Vice-President;
Jane Redonnett, Secretary; Judy Roper, Treasurer; and Josephine Handley, Trip
Leader.
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(}Lee CLu6

Front Row, Left to Right: Mr. Marshall Bryant, Dyla Greenlaw, Deborah Willis, Jane Parker, Evelyn
Colpitts, Nancy Guild, Barbara Tuller, Mary Ellen Ruddy, Nanty Bushenfeldt, Beth Galloway, Sharon
Abbe tt, Joan Bancroft, Judith Voorhis, R?berta Kinney, Beth Clish, Elsa Sveden, Miss Katherine Merk.
Stairway: Elizabeth Burbank, Vivian Day, Barbc;ra Briggs, Betty Bailey, Elisa Collins, Emelie Margeson,
Barbara LaDow, Patricia Tupper, Pe nny Loulakis, Son ja Pulcifer, Jacqueline Cochrane, Elizabeth
Jackson, Marjorie Re id, Joan Horsey, Joyce Cope land, Shirley Bailey, Barbara Meister, Cynthia
Nevers, Brenda Schw a rtz, Gail Murphy, Marilyn Weeks, Barbara McDonnell, Joanne Mayer, Bette
Joan Packard, Anita Sallus, Dorothy Cobb, Joanne Brackett, Ruth Long, Joan Linehan, Mary-Alice
Chandle r, Jane Miller, Virginia Kates, J ean Perry, Constance Forbes, Judith Colwell.

The 1956-1957 Glee Club, accompanied by Miss Katherine Merk and under
the perfective direction of Marshall F. Bryant, has presented many concerts of
outstanding quality.
The annual singing of Handel's "Messiah" was again a most memorable
concert with Bowdoin during

The

of the club were Nancy
Vice President; Sharon Abbett, Secretary.
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Science

eLu6

First Row, Left to Right: Dolores Gontnier, Janice Stevenson, Dorothy Korris, Dione Libby, Elizabeth
Wageman, Iris Komoros, Barbaro Ernst, Ruth Karlin , Shirley Sewell, Mr. Edward Hooghkirk.
Second Row: Charlotte Norton, Patricio Tupper, J e an Skillins, Anita Sollus, Penny Loulokis, France s
lovonno, Barbara Michaeles, Marilyn He e Elizabeth Croxford, Judith Wasgatt.
Third Row: Johan Gifford, Diana Dexte r, B i-bara MacGili n, Beverly Bishop, Sheila O ' Brie n, Debora h
Humby, Marilyn David ·o , arbora Fr ser, Nancy Dora , Bette Packard, ony Pulcifur.

Club i)egan its act'vities on campus with mucH enthusiasm for
the 1956-57 year. Its

Barbara Ernst,

Vice-President;
Meetings

r; and Betty Wage man,
during wnich mov"es were shown an

speakers from

the

demonstrat'ons and talks. The annual dance was held
sponsored
with Carolyn acQuinn being cro ned "Q
jointly with the S.R.A. and shown during onvocation The Science Club also
made it possib

birth films to be

hown at

The Club embers
the Harvard Me~ical Mu

ade their

ston a memorable

Once more

was the

vent by visiting

ience F.air held during

May Weekend.
Advisors of the Club were Miss Stimpson, Mr. Hooghkirk, and Mr. Gordon .
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First Row, Left to Right: Mr. Da vid Smith, Susan Wear, Sally Crowe ll, Ma u reen DeCourcy.
Second Row: Kathe rine Clark, Joan Ho rsey, J udith Voorhis, Debo rah Jess·op, Diane W etmore, Diane
Kimball, Cynth ia Faunce, Je a n Merrill.

Margray sought this year to uphold the high standards set in previous
years. Among the new features in Margray this year was the column "Dorm"
written by Susan Wear, featur e Editor. Proving popular with the students this
year were the columns of "Woman of the Month", Club news and house news,
and student opinion polls.
The Margray under the supervision of Mr. David Smith, was headed by
Sally Crowell as Editor-in-Chief. The Staff included Business and Advertising
Manager Maureen DeCourcy, Feature Editor Susan Wear, New Editor Jean
Merrill, and Sports Editor Ann Potter. Assisting the different editors were Deborah Jessop, Cynthia Faunce, Margaret Amodeo, Joan Horsey, Diane Wetmore,
Judith Voorhis, Carole Kates, Katherine Clark, Diane Kimball, Dorothy Puffer and
Gail Andrews.
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StuJent Sf2elitjiou5 CJ/55ociation

First Row, Left to Right: Elizabeth Jackson, Celia Crie, Carol Jayne, Marion Addison, Tyro Findell,
Shirley Anderson.
Second Rcw: Mr. Myron Hager, Carol Wiggin, Elizabeth Willard.

The Student Religious Association sponsored a dance in the fall, the theme
being "The Sea Shore Shag". This was in charge of by Carol Wiggin, Marion
Addison and Carol Jayne. The SRA joined with the Science Club in showing the
film "The Prior Claim" during a Wednesday Convocation. During the year, the
SRA was instrumental in obtaining new hymnals for the college. At Christmas
the club sponsored the White Gift Convocation. The gifts were given to the
Pownal State School.
Officers of the Student Religious Association were: Carol Jayne, President;
Celia Crie, Vice President; Shirley Anderson, Secretary; Marion Addison, Treasurer; Carol Wiggin, Program Chairman and Elizabeth Jackson Convocation
Chairman. The club wishes to thank Mr. and Mrs. Myron Hager for their faith ful service and guidance.
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First Row, Left to Right: MoryJo Digby, Barbara MacGibbon, Elizabeth Landry, Mary Shortall, Marthabelle Chase, Judith Forbes, Anne Corbridge.
Second Row : Jean Wilkinson, Joanne Wilmarth, Elizabeth Willard, Ellen Graham, Miss Constance Curry,
.Nancy Buschenfeldt, Mary Montovani, Patricia Briggs, Louise Doane, Barbara Zucker.
Third Row: Nancy Shore, Jo-Ann Greeley, Elizabeth Rolfe, Carol Teague, Carole Prato, Dorothy Semer,
Bonnie Bean, Judith Makin, Vivian Plimpton, Mary Whitworth, Constance Forbes .
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The, Retailing Club consists
busin~tss~ wotld int~_the various

"
The dub sponsored their annua

dance which was a great ~success.

A
.
fashion show was presented in the spr{n,.g, in which the girls mode!ed clothes
from a locaJ department store, and- wrot

tbe. script for the

event. ~

The ~Offi,.Cers elected for the ,.1~56-57 year were Preside.o t, Nancy Buschen#o'

feld!; Vice-President, .
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ary Montovani; Secr:tary, Patricia .Bnggs; · Treqsurer,
•
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Sue Lawrence; Social Chairman, Joyce ..,Copeland; and Co-Charrman, Louise
Doane. The cJyb's advisor is Miss Constance Curry .

. ...
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"Skiing at Pleasant Mountain"

"The Christmas Weekend Dance"
"Faith reigned as Winter Carnival Queen"

"Time out between dances"

fJaculb; ~/lies

The faculty provided an evening of wonderful entertainment when they presented for the students
the Faculty Follies of 1957.
shows.

Entitled "TV OR NOT TV" the Follies was a parody on Ieday's television

Through many hours of searching, we have managed to secure some T.V. notes and gossip

pertaining to the cast of the show.
Jack Murray, genial host of "Queen For A Day" after tangling with a German woman wrestler,
is now considering an offer from another network, the new show to be called

11

Emperor For A Nighf'

.. . Mothers are complaining that after the showing of " Medic" several of their kitchen utensils vanish
. . . Still proving popular is "One Child's Dile mma" now in its 23rd year . .. When questioned as to
hobbies, The McGuire Sisters sweetly answer that they love typing . . . and the last bit of gossip is
that Greg Mac, the sympathetic master of ceremonies, overages 30 auditions a week, trying to scrape

together the best talent for his weekly amateur show.

l\VAN'S SHOW"
"ED Sul
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